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Abstract 
The importance of particle shape in affecting the behaviour of powders and other particulate 
systems has long been recognised, but until fairly recently particle shape information has been 
rather difficult to obtain and use compared to its more well-known companion - particle size. 
Because of advances in computing power and 3D image acquisition and analysis techniques, the 
measurement, description and application of particle shape has experienced a great leap forward 
in recent years. Since we are in a digital era, it is befitting that many of these advanced techniques 
are digitally based. This review article aims to trace the development of these new techniques, 
highlight their contributions to both academic and practical applications, and present a future 
perspective.  
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 1. Introduction 
Everyone whose job involves dealing with particles probably agrees that particle size is one of the 
most important parameters characterising particles. Many also appreciate that, for non-spherical 
particles, there is no such thing as "the" particle size, since the so-called size may have many 
different values depending on the method of measurement, definition ŽĨ “ƐŝǌĞ ? ? and the purpose of 
ƚŚĞ “ƐŝǌĞ ?ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ(Jennings and Parslow, 1988; Allen, 2003). This is all because of particle 
shape. Non-spherical particles do not have the isotropy of a sphere, meaning the result of even a 
direct measurement of its linear dimension may vary with the direction of measurement. Think 
about a pebble being measured with a ruler by hand or virtually in a computer. Results from indirect 
measurements (e.g., by light scattering or sedimentation) are different even for spheres (Andrès et 
al, 1996; Allen, 2003), let alone non-spherical particles (Black et al, 1996; Mühlenweg and Hirleman, 
1998; Naito et al, 1998; Walther, 2003; Xu and Di Guida, 2003; Eshel et al, 2004; Blott and Pye, 2006; 
Xu, 2006; Agrawal et al, 2008; Tinke et al, 2008; DiStefano et al, 2010; Califice et al, 2013).  
In theory, particle shape can be as important as particle size for the characterization of particles for 
various applications. For example, many physical properties of powders, including effective 
conductivity, mechanical strength, and flowability, depend on contact characteristics between the 
particles. Regardless of size, contact characteristics between spheres are very different from those 
between non-spherical particles. Spheres have only point contacts. Although in reality such point 
contacts do have a finite size (contact area and depth), their size and distribution around spherical 
particles are comparatively much more uniform than for non-spherical particles. Non-spherical 
particles can have area (face) and line (edge) contacts as well as point contacts. Considering the 
mechanisms underlying the properties such as shear resistance, flowability, electrical, and thermal 
conductivity, it should be obvious that particle contact characteristics have a profound influence on 
these powder properties. 
 
In practice, the effects of particle shape on powder properties and behaviour have been reported 
numerous times (Meloy, 1977a and b; Swanson and Vetter, 1985; Dixon, 1988; Kaye, 1997; 
Santamarina and Cho, 2004; Cho et al, 2006). Some will be briefly described in a later section; below 
are but a few illustrative examples. The Brazil nut effect in particle mixture segregation is well known, 
and size difference is regarded as the key factor (Williams, 1976; Möbius et al, 2001). However, 
when different shapes are mixed, segregation can take place even when particles have the same 
 ‘ƐŝǌĞ ? by some measure. The experiments by Ramaioli et al (2005) demonstrate the point well. Three 
shapes of equal volume (i.e., S = Spheres, SS = Short Sphero-cylinders and LS = Long Sphero-cylinders) 
are used to form three binary mixtures. After 20 minutes of vibration, all three mixtures showed 
clear segregation. As illustrated in Fig.1, SS tend to stay on top with a random orientation; LS at the 
bottom and mostly oriented vertically. The S-SS case may be as expected since the SS appear larger 
to the eye, and larger particles are expected to come on top in a typical Brazil nut effect. However, 
in the S-LS and SS-LS cases, the reverse is happening. In the pharmaceutical industry, in an attempt 
to minimise segregation in blending operations, a common practice is to use the same or similar 
sized particulate ingredients. However, segregation is still a problem in these operations (Shah et al, 
2007; Cullen et al, 2015) and particle shape difference is often blamed. A simple, geometric 
explanation, by Caulkin et al (2010), is that segregation is a result of different relative mobility 
determined by particles having different coordination numbers due to their size and/or shape 
differences while in relative motion. According to a dissolution model by Jia and Williams (2007), for 
dissolution of solids, particle shape (if they are standalone) or granular structure (if they form 
agglomerates) determines the relative rates of dissolution, and the ranking is not affected by stirring 
(which merely shortens the dissolution time).  Since dissolution takes place at the particle surface, 
the surface-area-to-volume ratio must be behind this behaviour, and the value of this ratio is 
sensitively dependent on particle shape, with a minimum value of this ratio being obtained by 
spheres (Pólya and Szegö, 1951). 
 
Fig.1 Segmentation example 
Given the inherent and intricate links between particle size and shape, it is only fair to say that where 
size matters, shape does, too. The influence of particle shape on powder material properties and 
behaviour has long been recognised (Gray, 1968; Chow, 1980; German, 1989; Cumberland and 
Crawford, 1987; Seville et al, 1997; Allen, 2003), but until fairly recently (over the past 15 years or 
so), because of the difficulties associated with measurement and description of shape, little could 
be done to acquire and utilise shape information. In the 1990 edition of the now classic textbook on 
particle sizing by T Allen (1990), only 16 out of the 800+ pages were devoted to particle shape. In 
another authoritative book, the 1997 edition of Powder Technology Handbook (Gotoh et al, 1997), 
the situation was similar: only 13 out of 900+ pages were about particle shape.   
Shape is usually described by a combination of qualitative and quantitative descriptors. The former 
help the reader to mentally visualise the shape; the latter are used for comparisons and calculations. 
Depending on purpose or application, quantitative descriptors, or shape quantifiers, are classified 
into three categories. Shape coefficients are typically used to link particle size to its volume or 
surface area. Shape factors are dimensionless scalars and typically used to quantify a single aspect 
of the shape. Shape indices are size ratios or shape factor ratios proposed specifically to link particle 
shape to some shape related properties (Tsubaki and Jimbo, 1979a and 1979b; Sastry et al, 1997). 
In addition to single scalars, parametric sets can be used to reconstruct shapes. Depending on the 
method of measurement, shape descriptors can also be classified as geometric or dynamic.  
In this review article, the focus will be on advances in shape measurement, shape description and 
use of shape information in the digital world, since the majority of noteworthy advances in the field 
rely on, and output results in the form of, digital images. Thus, this review precludes sizing 
techniques that can also be useful for quantifying shapes, such as sieving (Persson, 1998) and angle 
of repose (Friedman and Robinson, 2002); and dynamic techniques based on, for instance, 
measurements of settling speed (Krumbein, 1941; Medalia, 1970; Black and McQuay, 2001) or 
conductivity (Furuuchi et al, 1988). A recent review by Rodriguez et al (2013) covers some of these. 
The present review puts the emphasis on providing commentary on the status quo, potential 
applications, and future prospective, rather than an exhaustive textbook-style summary. For 
applications, the emphasis will be on the so-called digital approach, which is also referred to as the 
lattice approach, the pixel-based (2D) or voxel-based (3D) approach, or the pixelated or voxelated 
approach.   
The paper is divided into three main sections: measurement, description and use. The paper will 
conclude with a brief summary and future perspectives.   
2. Shape measurement 
Demands for shape analysis, and hence shape measurement, generally come from the following 
areas (some specific examples are given in Section 4): 
x From industry, for quality assurance or control. For such purposes, it is desirable to use as few 
parameters as possible, especially if the control is online. Here the focus is on how particle shape 
affects final product properties. The aim is to establish and use a definitive correlation between 
product quality and certain shape descriptors. Although helpful, the relationship need not be a 
cause-and-effect one. Such requirements can usually be met by one or at most a few shape 
factors.  
x From researchers in both academia and industry, for better understanding of a particular 
phenomenon or for better powder formulation. In these situations, the focus is on why the 
particle shape matters to final properties. The aim is to establish causality; but again it is 
desirable that as few shape descriptors are used as possible.  
x From computer modellers doing particle-level simulations, often called discrete element 
method (DEM) simulations (Radjaï and Dubois, 2011). In such simulations, particles are 
represented, stored and manipulated individually, so that shape factors or ratios alone are no 
longer sufficient or even useful. The focus now is on re-creation of the individual shapes and any 
shape factor/ratio will have already been embedded in reconstructed shapes. For such 
applications, real-time digitisation would be ideal, but in reality this is a bottleneck and the most 
time consuming part of non-spherical simulation exercises.      
As far as shape measurement is concerned, two advances are noteworthy and reviewed here. One 
is the gradual transition from 2D to 3D, and the other has to do with new image processing 
techniques for shape extraction or quantification. For measurement, both hardware and software 
are important; therefore they are reviewed together. 
 
2.1 2D measurements 
Traditionally, shape measurement and analysis were performed on the physical objects directly or 
on photographs or micrographs. Either way, it was largely a manual, painstaking, error-prone and 
time consuming task. Today, a small number of large objects may still be measured this way, but 
the majority of 2D shape measurement and analysis is now carried out by a computer, using digital 
images of the objects. This advance has meant increased speed, accuracy, availability, and number 
of measurable shape factors, thereby paving the way for wider utilisation of shape information.      
As will be seen later, most shape factors in use today are defined in terms of quantities obtained 
from 2D projections of particles. Current industrial practice in quality assurance or control is 
established based on these shape factors - if particle shape is even considered in the first place. This 
is because, traditionally, 2D images were the only images readily available for use. Partly limited by 
computing power, and partly due to this common practice, most commercial shape analysers 
available today are designed to use 2D projections of images for shape as well as size measurements. 
Although fast and inexpensive, quantifying shapes of real (3D) particles using their 2D projections 
has some obvious problems.  
Figure 2: Cylinder and its 2D projections. 
The problems can be illustrated with the help of Figure 2, which shows a cylinder and its 2D 
projections. Except for the rare cases where the projections are known to come from a single object 
or objects of an identical shape, there is always a danger (or one might say the inevitability) that the 
cylinder be misrecognised as a sphere, a disc, a rectangular plate, a cube, or a spherocylinder. When 
these projections are used to calculate a shape factor, instead of a single value true to the cylinder, 
a distribution is likely to be the result. When these projections are used for sizing, a bimodal size 
distribution is usually obtained, with one peak corresponding to the length and the other to the 
diameter of the cylinder. Exact calculations have been carried out for tri-axial ellipsoids, where the 
2D projections are always ellipses but of varying aspect ratios (Gendzwill and Stauffer, 1981; Vickers, 
1996). 
Given a 2D image (e.g., a projection) of a particle, the most common treatment is to make it binary 
(if not already so) then use its area and/or its perimeter for size and shape analysis (Pons et al, 1999; 
Pons et al, 2002). For binary digital images, there is no ambiguity in area, which is equal to the 
number of solid pixels; but perimeter is another matter. Imagine a line segment parallel to the X axis 
that is 100 pixels long. If the line segment is 45 degrees to the X axis, the pixel count becomes 72. 
This is still a perfect case for correction since all pixels are in point contact with one another, and 
each now has a length of exactly ξʹ, so the total length is ͹ʹξʹ ൌ ͳͲͳǤͺ or only 1.8 % longer than 
reality. For any other angles between 0 and 90o the error is likely to be greater, even with special 
corrective measures such as chain-coding (Yang et al, 1994; Russ, 1995). Compounded to this is a 
more subtle, and harder to quantify, source of error: the original line segment may have been a 
straight line segment of the given pixels only at this particular resolution, with finer details lost. Thus, 
it is worth bearing in mind that, although use of perimeter allows more shape factors to be 
computed, they also contain more uncertainty (Schäfer, 2002; Zeidan et al, 2007) than those factors 
based only on area. The accuracy may be improved by increasing the resolution, but digitisation 
errors always exist and the improvement is not a monotonic one but a oscillating one. Consider the 
digital representation of a circle. If digitisation error is defined as the relative difference in area 
between the digital shape and the ideal continuum shape, the errors corresponding to circle 
diameters of 6, 7, 8, 10, 16, 17 and 18 pixels are 13.2 %, -3.9 %, 3.5 %, 1.9 %, 3.5 %, -0.9 % and 0.6 %, 
respectively.   
Even just for geometric description, the number of shape factors is large compared to that of the 
more standardised 'sizes'; but in terms of usage, they all fall into one of three categories: those that 
describe how close a shape is to an ideal (e.g., sphericity or circularity); those that describe at a high 
level the form or curvature (e.g., roundness, aspect ratio); and those that describe surface 
roughness or texture (e.g., asperity, angularity). Mora and Kwan (2000) have provided a review of 
shape analysis based on digital image analysis. Their review is still current, with only one additional 
point to be added below.   
Sometimes 2D images containing textural information of the particles are obtained from 
photographic imaging, as in scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM). However, they are generally turned into binary images and used as if they were 
2D projections. Only a tiny fraction of the information contained in an image is actually used, since 
the vast majority of information, in the form of shades and texture, is simply discarded.  
Figure 3: Diffraction pattern of a circle and a square. SEM photo of particles with texture information. 
Use of laser diffraction patterns to obtain particle shape information was proposed by the late 
Professor Brian Scarlett and his team (Ma et al, 2000, 2001a and 2001b), but the research does not 
appear to have continued, except for a few special cases (Deriemaeker and Finsy, 2005). As Figure 
3 shows, shape information is clearly embedded in the diffraction patterns (Figure 3a) or in the 
shades or textures in photo/SEM images (Figure 3b). For diffraction patterns (Figure 3a), currently 
the size and distance of the light blobs are used to extract size information; the rest is discarded. 
For photo images (Figure 3b), only the edges are used to obtain size information and sometimes 
shape factors based on 2D projection areas. The difficulty associated with this line of attack is similar 
to that faced by computer scientists attempting to make use of texture/shading information 
contained in normal or SEM images. In both cases, shape information is embedded in the image, 
but the texture/shading information is currently simply discarded. Shape reconstruction from 
images of shapes or scenes is an active research area, but its application to particle size/shape 
measurement may be still years away. 3D facial reconstruction from a single image (e.g., 
Kemelmacher-Shlizerman and Basri, 2011) and automatic facelift of photo portraiture are already a 
reality. This is because although faces vary from person to person, all normal human faces share 
enough common features for a generalised template matching approach to be feasible. By 
comparison, variation in size and shape among powder particles can be orders of magnitude greater; 
as is the level of difficulty in dealing with such large variations.   
 
2.2 2.5D measurements 
Between the 2D and full 3D measurements lie what may be called 2.5D techniques. They are 
generally based on the merging of a small number of 2D images, not enough so as to form full 3D 
shapes, but still yielding shape information that is more complete than from single 2D 
images/projections. These mainly optically-based techniques do not image the dark side of 
illuminated particles, hence categorizing them as 2.5D rather than 3D techniques. 
Confocal optical microscopy (or confocal laser scanning microscopy) is a useful tool for observing 
small (colloidal) particles in suspension or at rest. If images of stationary particles from different 
focal depths are stacked together to form a volume, it is possible to extract shapes from the stacking. 
It is worth noting that depth resolution may be different from lateral resolution, and some corrective 
measures will be necessary during stacking or during analysis to ensure shapes are not distorted. 
For practical applications, this method is subject to the same constraints as normal optical 
microscopy in the two lateral directions, and additionally also to depth resolution and confocal 
range in the third (vertical) direction. McCormick and Gee (2005) demonstrated its use for shape 
analysis of some abrasive particles. In a more recent example, it was used to characterise contacts 
between primary particles in colloidal aggregates (Wang et al, 2012).  
Closely related to confocal microscopy is 3D surface profilometry. It is designed to examine dry and 
static objects/surfaces and is able to scan a much larger volume with a finer resolution than confocal 
microscopy. Focus-stacking is popular among photo enthusiasts as a way to extend depth of field. 
With this technique, images taken at gradually incrementing focal distances across the object are 
merged to form a final image with every part pin-sharp. In principle, it is similar to the confocal 
technique. Although not yet seen in practical use, it is theoretically possible to make use of the 
depth information and narrow focal depth in each image to reconstruct 3D shapes out of a stack of 
images.   
The digital elevation method operates at the other extreme of the length scale. It is typically used 
for geo-sized landscape survey; but as in the above techniques, surface topology is obtained from 
distance mapping of surface contours.  
Using SEM stereo imaging, also called stereomicroscopy, it is possible to reconstruct 3D surfaces at 
the micrometer size level (Pouchou et al, 2002; Mills and Rose, 2010; Roy et al, 2012), and it can 
cover more depth and wider area than AFM (atomic force microscopy) for the same purpose 
(Vickerman and Gilmore, 2009). Although primarily for surface roughness analysis, it should be easy 
to make use of the information for shape analysis of particles if they are in the right size range; i.e., 
close to the roughness height that the equipment is designed to measure.  
However, all the above techniques have the same major deficiency for 3D shape measurement: they 
only give half the 3D object ?ƚŚĞƵƉƉĞƌ ? “ŝůůƵŵŝŶĂƚĞĚ ?ŚĂůĨ. 
  
2.3 3D measurement 
For shape characterisation of real particles, nothing compares with full 3D imaging. Digitisation 
errors aside, a full 3D virtual shape is better than a physical one since more shape quantities can be 
calculated by a computer on the virtual shape than can be measured by hand on a physical object. 
Equipment that can be used for 3D shape reconstruction and analysis have existed for some time, 
but they are generally not designed or made for this purpose. As a result, the level of automation in 
shape analysis by software is much lower than that for 2D images, and the main use of 3D imagining 
devices has been to digitise the particles in 3D. It is then up to the users to perform shape analysis 
one way or another (frequently by in-house software programs); and there is no standardisation in 
procedure and reporting as there are for 2D measurements.   
The greatest advance in this area has to be X-ray computed tomography (CT). X-ray micro CT 
scanners for material characterisation operate on the same principle (Herman, 2009) as medical CT 
scanners in hospitals, only with 1000x better resolution (i.e., micrometer spatial resolution 
compared to millimeter spatial resolution) for a fraction of the price. A decade ago, a desktop CT 
scanner was a rarity even in large, research intensive universities. Now, it is common for a large 
university to have more than one CT scanner.  
Use of X-ray techniques for particle size measurement started as early as 1937 (Jones, 1938). Today 
it has become a favourite tool for digitising hard-to-describe 3D shapes such as sand grains, 
agglomerates from granulation process, or broken ore particles from crushing or grinding. For 
particle sizing, a rule of thumb for particle projection images to be counted for analysis is that the 
image should be at least 5 pixels across. In CT scan volume, a similar rule of thumb exists (but may 
vary from one operator to another and/or from one shape to another). To have any confidence in 
resolving a shape, it should be at least 5-10 voxels across (Garboczi, 2002). Given that most so-called 
high-resolution or micro CT scanners have a practical resolution limit of 1 micrometer per voxel, 
even under ideal conditions, particles less than ~10 micrometers are difficult to analyse by CT 
scanning, especially if they are packed together (as in a powder sample). For very carefully prepared 
samples on some machines, voxel sizes of about 0.4 micrometers have been achieved, allowing for 
4 µm particles to be analysed in 3D (Cepuritis et al, 2015). 
A CT image can be regarded as a mass density mapping of the sample. In many cases (e.g., Williams 
and Jia, 2003; Baker et al, 2012; Cnudde and Boone, 2013), features to be distinguished have 
sufficient contrast from the background and/or from each other, so that simple thresholding can 
separate them. If features of interest or components have close density values and thus look the 
same or similar in greyscale CT images, a more sophisticated method of separation is required. The 
most popular one is the calibration method as it does not require measurement by another 
technique, so is more convenient, cheaper and faster. A recent example is given by Pankhurst et al 
(2014) for volcanically formed crystals of different chemical compositions. Another possibility (Jia 
and Williams, 2007) would be to merge data from chemical imaging (Kazarian and Chan, 2003; Ma 
and Anderson, 2008; Kazarian and Ewing, 2013) with CT scan data for cases like dissolution of tablets. 
However, since chemical imaging usually only works on surfaces, only the surface slice can possibly 
be data fused this way; and so far it remains only a possibility. Cordes et al (2014) described a 
method whereby a CT scan was combined with X-ray florescence spectroscopy to provide added 
contrast for components containing different metallic elements. The possibility of combining 
mineral stereological information with CT images was raised for application in a leaching simulation 
(Jia et al, 2008); it is now a commercial reality that 3D CT can be merged with SEM to provide "true 
3D microscopy" at sub-micrometer resolutions (e.g., Bruker, 2015; Miller et al, 2012).  
Real-time CT scan and reconstruction for medical and industrial use is not only a technological 
feasibility but is already a commercial reality (Sacca, 2015). However, such equipment is currently 
limited to relatively large objects (cm sized or above), perhaps too large for most particle 
technologists, and the cost is prohibitive to most (much higher than the already rather expensive 
desktop CT scanners). If the commercial drive is strong enough, cheaper and wider availability can 
be expected. GPU reconstruction is also being offered by some scanner manufacturers and third-
party vendors, with 10x or more speedups achieved compared to CPU reconstruction. 
Along with CT scanning, another digitisation technique which has seen rapid advances in recent 
years is 3D optical scanning (Curless and Levoy, 1996; Chen et al, 2000; Zhang et al, 2010; Chandra 
Pati, 2012). As with any new technology, it has followed the usual trends such as increasing 
resolution and speed while reducing price, and the ability to work in ambient light, as opposed to a 
dark room environment, is no longer necessary. Compared to CT scanning, it is advantageous in 
terms of cost (US $K vs US $100K), speed (minutes vs hours) and ease of use. Its limitations are also 
obvious, including restriction to convex shapes in general, surface digitisation only, and low 
resolution (0.1 mm vs 0.5 um). The point cloud obtained from optical scanning is normally converted 
into a surface mesh for output, thus an extra back-conversion step is needed if volumetric data form 
is required, unless the original point cloud can be made available to equipment users. With a CT 
scan, the material or component distribution inside the body of the 3D objects is readily available, 
at the voxel level, for structure-property relationship calculations (e.g., conductivity). With surface 
meshed objects, internal structural heterogeneity must be obtained and specified in some other 
way.  
Nowadays CAD tools can as a matter of course provide 3D renderings of mechanical designs. This is 
in addition to the traditional three orthogonal projections that are typically used to represent 3D 
objects. The reverse is the idea behind 3D shape reconstruction from three orthogonal shadow 
images (i.e., projections) (Bujak and Bottlinger, 2008). The reconstructed shape may be inaccurate 
for some applications but better than 2D measurements in determining shape factors (Kuo et al, 
1996). Working with only a few projections, instead of 100s to 1000s as in CT scanning, has the 
obvious advantages in speed and cost, but also some obvious deficiencies in accuracy and shape 
restrictions.  
All the above 3D shape measurement techniques work on a prerequisite that the projections are 
from known angles. What if they are not? Projections from many existing particle size/shape 
analysers are abundantly available. They are from particles at unknown (or random) orientations, 
but successive projections may be expected to have tractable correlations. If such correlations can 
be utilised, with some restrictions and with the help of some a prior knowledge and GPU processing 
power, it is in theory possible to reconstruct shapes from projections of unknown directions. Some 
developmental work has been done in this area (e.g., Laurentini, 1997; Liang and Wong, 2010), but 
further work is required for practical use.  
 
2.4 Shape identification and extraction by software 
2D commercial size/shape analysers are usually bundled with special dispersion mechanisms and/or 
procedures to help ensure particles are well separated in the images collected by the hardware. The 
number of uncertain situations (e.g., due to actual and suspected overlaps) is relative small, and can 
afford to be simply discarded. It is then a relatively easy job to analyse individual particles 
projections to obtain shape factor statistics.    
However, when using non-purpose built equipment (e.g., SEM and CT) for shape measurement, 
including in-situ imaging of processes where it is impractical to implement or install a dispersion 
mechanism to ensure particle separation in images, either particles must stay separated in the 
physical sample or segmentation must be carried out on the images. Either way is a time-consuming 
process. To analyse a given number of particles, in the case of SEM images, time is mostly spent on 
imagining since multiple scans are required; in the X-ray CT case, time is mostly spent on identifying 
and extracting the particles through a process called segmentation. The former is hardware 
bounded and costly; the latter relies on software capability or end users ? patience and is generally 
regarded as a cheaper and hence more attractive option. Therefore, development and 
implementation of segmentation algorithms are critical to the success of the second option 
mentioned above (see also Figure 4a for example). Advances in this respect include increasing ability 
to handle less favourable situations (e.g. particles that are not well-separated) (De Anda et al, 2005; 
<ĂƌĂŬƵƔ et al, 2010), capability to deal with 3D volumes directly (Videla et al, 2006; Whitmarsh et al, 
2011; Roberts et al, 2012), and automation of the procedure with little loss of accuracy compared 
to manual separation (Long et al, 2007). Popular software packages that have such capabilities 
include the open-source 3D ImageJ Suite for 3D watershed segmentation and 3D analysis (Ollion et 
al, 2013) and various commercial options. In favourable conditions, what used to be days of hard 
labour can now be reduced to a few mouse clicks and minutes of machine time!  
If particle shape is known, but extraction of the shape is required for other analyses (e.g., orientation 
distribution of certain shape in a packing, as in Figure 4b), a Markov-chain Monte Carlo template 
matching technique may be used (Caulkin et al, 2009). In packing of multiple shapes, template 
matching may be performed multiple times, each targeted at a particular shape.  
Figure 4: Example of CT scans of packing and extraction of particles.  
3. Shape description 
Shape is normally described by a combination of qualitative and quantitative descriptors. 
Qualitative descriptors are words, often adjectives, like spherical, rounded, fibrous, flaky, irregular, 
angular and acicular, tabular, equant, lamellar, columnar, isometric, tetragonal, or hexagonal. For 
historical reasons, different disciplines have developed and used their own glossaries. For example, 
a "plate" to a powder handler may be called "isometric lamellar" by a pharmaceutical worker. Within 
a discipline, standards do exist. Examples of national, international and professional body standards 
include: BS 2955:1993; USP24; ASTM F1877-98; ISO 9276-6:2008, and NIST Glossary of Morphology 
Terms.  
While qualitative descriptors help the reader to mentally visualise the shape, quantitative 
descriptors are used for comparisons and calculations. Even by a rough count, there are close to 100 
different shape descriptors, describing all conceivable aspects of particle shapes. They describe 
either geometric (static) or dynamic attributes of shapes; and are either single-parameter scalars or 
parameter sets, as briefly described below. Among the single-parameter scalars, a distinction can 
be made between coefficients (used to relate particle size to volume or surface area), factors 
(dimensionless quantities used to describe some aspects of shape) and indices (ratios designed for 
specific purposes). For convenience, they are simply referred to as 'shape factors' in the following 
discussion, unless a finer distinction is necessary.  
 
3.1 Single factors 
Most shape factors used today in particle technology originated from other disciplines, notably from 
geologists (Wentworth, 1922 and 1933; Wadell, 1932, 1933, 1934 and 1935; Heywood, 1937; 
Krumbein, 1934 and 1941; Barrett, 1980) and computer scientists (Russ, 1995; Costa and Cesar, 
2001; Zhang and Lu, 2004; Tangelder and Veltkamp, 2008; Kazmi et al, 2013). Geologists needed to 
have a measure of shape for their rocks and pebbles, which tend to be large enough to be measured 
by hand. Computer scientists were interested in ways to accurately represent or recover shape with 
as few parameters as possible. A commonality between the two groups is that, whether physical or 
virtual, the objects they have to measure can be manipulated almost at will, and their shape 
descriptors have a relatively straightforward link to the effects that the shape descriptors were 
invented to describe. Particle technologists and practitioners did not have that kind of luxury, for 
two notable reasons. First, until recently (or even now), particle technology has never been a subject 
area in its own right. People invented and re-invented what was suitable for their own needs in their 
own fields using their own customary measurement methods and techniques. Consequently, there 
is a lack of common standards and no concerted effort for standardisation of shape descriptors. 
Second, the objects to be measured are typically too small to see or manipulate easily, and too many 
to quantify by hand. This necessarily limits the types and numbers of measurements that can be 
routinely applied. Also, the link between shape and known phenomena can be hidden behind size 
effects.  
Shape factors are generally used to describe one of three types of attributes: closeness to an ideal 
shape (sphericity); curvature of the overall form (roundness); and details of surface texture 
(asperity). They have received several reviews over the years (Clark, 1987; Pons et al, 1997; Mikli et 
al, 2001; Muller et al, 2001; Faria et al, 2003; Pourghahramani & Forssberg, 2005). The general 
trends may be summarised as: from simple to complex, 2D to 3D, overall to detail, and manual to 
automatic. For example, the concept of fractal dimensions has been adopted for describing 
agglomerates, starting with analysis of their 2D images (Kaye, 1978, 1994 and 1997), moving up to 
3D flocs largely with the help of computer models (e.g., Witten and Sander, 1981; Shih et al, 1991; 
Jia et al, 2000), extending to faceted 3D objects (Pons et al, 1998), becoming automated (Wettimuny 
and Penumadu, 2003) and measurable by other means such as different kinds of small angle 
scattering (Schaefer et al, 1984; Beaucage, 1996; Bushella et al, 2002).  
The prevalence of images and image analysis techniques means that it has become much easier to 
define and use one's own shape factors in pursuit of a link between shape and powder behaviour. 
The number of factors defined and explored may be increasing, but fundamentally there are not 
many advances in this area. It is generally advisable (Hentschel and Page, 2003) to use two 
descriptors, one for the overall form and one for surface texture details.       
 
3.2 Parametric series 
Mathematically, it is possible to represent any smooth curve outline of a particle using a harmonic 
series. If a particle shape profile can be expanded into a distance (r) vs angle  ?ʔ ?curve (Figure 5a), 
it can be represented in the same way. This is the basic idea behind harmonic analysis of shapes 
(Kaye, 1999). For profiles containing re-entrants, the distance (r) may not be unique for a given angle 
 ?ʔ ?(Figure 5b). For such cases, a complex Fourier series can be used (Schwarcz and Shane, 1969; 
Gotoh and Finney, 1975; Meloy, 1977a and 1977b; Clark, 1981; Bowman et al, 2001). In complex 
Fourier analysis, the profile is circumnavigated in the complex plane at a constant angular speed 
chosen such that one circumnavigation takes  ?ʋtime and 2m steps. Depending on how many 
descriptors are retained in the series, shape can be recovered with various degrees of accuracy. The 
first few descriptors correspond to some familiar quantities: radius (0), elongation (-1), triangularity 
(-2), squareness (-3) and asymmetry or irregularity (+1). With 3D shapes becoming available for 
analysis, 3D Fourier shape analysis can also been performed (Vranic, 2001). However, it can become 
increasingly cumbersome as the shape becomes rougher or more angular, since the number of 
descriptors required can easily go beyond 100. For faceted particle shapes, polygonal harmonics are 
a more natural choice (Young et al, 1990; Pons et al, 1998).  
Figure 5: Fourier analysis of shapes. 
Figure 6: Shapes generated by spherical harmonics. 
For star-shaped particles, covering particles typically found in cement and concrete, in mineral and 
metallurgical processes, 3D printing and even for simulated lunar soil, spherical harmonic analysis 
has been developed (Garboczi, 2002 and 2011; Garboczi and Bullard, 2016; Slotwinski et al, 2014). 
A particle is convex if the line segment connecting any two points chosen in the particle or on the 
particle surface also lies in the particle. A star-shaped particle is similar, but one of the two points is 
fixed. If the line segment connecting this special point with any other point in the particle is also 
contained in the particle, then the particle is star-shaped (Ritchie and Kemp, 1999). If a particle is 
star-shaped, then using the one special point as the origin, the surface of the particle, denoted by 
r(T,I), where r(T,I) is thĞĚŝƐƚĂŶĐĞƚŽƚŚĞƉĂƌƚŝĐůĞ ?ƐƐƵƌĨĂĐĞŝŶƚŚĞĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶŐŝǀĞŶďǇƚŚĞƚǁŽƐƉŚĞƌŝĐĂů
polar angles, can be expanded in spherical harmonic functions (Fig.6a). The coefficients of the 
expansion then contain all the size and shape information for the particle available in the original 
particle image.  
To characterize the shape of a powder, samples are prepared consisting of particles dispersed in 
epoxy, then sucked by vacuum into a plastic tube (ƌĚŽŒĂŶ et al, 2006). The hardened sample is 
imaged in the X-ray CT, the resulting images are thresholded, and special software extracts the 
particles and fits them with a spherical harmonic series (Fig.6b). The random-shaped particle is now 
completely mathematically described, up to the imaging voxel size, and any shape coefficient, factor, 
or index can be easily calculated. As well, 2D projections in any direction can be made so as to 
quantitatively compare to the results from 2D particle shape analysis instruments (Cepuritis et al, 
2015). There have been many applications of this joint X-ray CT and spherical harmonic analysis to 
many different materials (Garboczi and Bullard, 2016). Particle-particle contact can also be 
determined using these techniques (Garboczi and Bullard, 2013), and new particles can be 
mathematically generated, which are statistically similar to real particles that have been previously 
characterized (Grigoriu et al, 2006; Liu et al, 2011). Also, it was mentioned above about the 
intertwining of particle size and shape  W measurements of size, even for a technique as simple as a 
sieve analysis, depend on the shape of the particles considered. Comparison of sieve analysis, laser 
diffraction, and spherical harmonics has been carried out illustrating this mutual dependence 
(ƌĚŽŒĂŶ et al, 2007).  
One possible drawback of the spherical harmonic analysis is dealing with mathematical artifacts in 
the spherical harmonic series. A well-known artifact introduced by truncated SH series 
ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶƐŝƐƚŚĞ'ŝďďƐƉŚĞŶŽŵĞŶŽŶ ?Žƌ “ƌŝŶŐŝŶŐ ? ?the appearance of small, high-frequency 
ripples on the surface and especially near the poles. However, a common technique for reducing 
the ringing artifact, without significantly affecting the overall shape, is to filter the series with the 
so-called Lanczos sigma factor (Bullard and Garboczi, 2013; Lanczos, 1956) at the probable price of 
removing some real surface detail along with ringing artifacts. 
Having a coherent set of parameters to give an analytical approximation of real particle shapes, or 
to simultaneously describe multiple attributes of a whole class of shapes, is a powerful tool. It is 
easier to calculate any shape functional, including all the shape factors, for these approximations 
than for the real particles (physical or digitised). Shapes and their differences can now be quantified 
more meaningfully than by a single shape factor, for particles within a powder or for different 
powders (Raj and Cannon, 1999). It also makes it possible to easily retrieve and compare finer 
features among shapes (Zhang and Lu, 2004).  
It is also envisaged that parameterisation of complex shapes can make it easier for particle 
extraction from CT scans of packing by template matching; for shape generation for particle level 
simulations; and for model based tomographic reconstructions.  
 
3.3 Shape presentations and representations 
>ŝŬĞƉĂƌƚŝĐůĞƐŝǌĞ ?ƐŚĂƉĞĨĂĐƚŽƌƐĂƌĞŽĨƚĞŶƉůŽƚƚĞĚĂŐĂŝŶƐƚĂŶŽƚŚĞƌƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇŽĨŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƚŽƐŚŽǁƚŚĞ
ĐŽƌƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞƚǁŽ ?^ŽŵĞŐƌĂƉŚŝĐĂůĐŚĂƌƚŝŶŐƐĐŚĞŵĞƐ ?ĂǀŝĞƐ ? ? ? ? ? ?dƐƵďĂŬŝĂŶĚ:ŝŵďŽ ?
 ? ? ? ?ď ?ĞŶŶĂŶĚĂůůĂŶƚǇŶĞ ? ? ? ? ? ?ŚĂǀĞďĞĞŶƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƚŽǀŝƐƵĂůůǇĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚŝĂƚĞƐŚĂƉĞƐŽĨƉĂƌƚŝĐůĞƐ
ĨƌŽŵƚŚĞƐĂŵĞŽƌŝŐŝŶĂůƉŽǁĚĞƌ ?/ŶƐƵĐŚŵĂƉƐ ?ƐŚĂƉĞĨĂĐƚŽƌƐĂƌĞƉůŽƚƚĞĚĂŐĂŝŶƐƚĞĂĐŚŽƚŚĞƌŽƌĂŐĂŝŶƐƚ
ĂƐŝǌĞ ?ďƵƚŶŽƚĂŐĂŝŶƐƚĂƉŚǇƐŝĐĂůƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇŽĨ ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚ ?  ƚƌŝ ?ƉůŽƚĞǆĂŵƉůĞ ŝƐŐŝǀĞŶďǇ'ƌĂŚĂŵĂŶĚ
DŝĚŐůĞǇ ? ? ? ? ? ? ?ǁŚĞƌĞƐŚĂƉĞƐƌĂŶŐŝŶŐĨƌŽŵďůŽĐŬǇƚŽŽďůĂƚĞŽƌƉƌŽůĂƚĞĐĂŶďĞŵĂƉƉĞĚůŝŶĞĂƌůǇĂůŽŶŐ
ƚŚĞƐĐĂůĞƐ ?<ĂǇĞĞƚĂů ? ? ? ? ? ?ĂůƐŽƵƐĞĚ ?ƉůŽƚƐŝŶǀŽůǀŝ ŐĨƌĂĐƚĂůĚŝŵĞŶƐŝŽŶ ?ĐŚƵŶŬŝŶĞƐƐĂŶĚƐŝǌĞ ?ƐŽ
ƚŚĂƚƉĂƌƚŝĐůĞƐŽĨĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚƐŝǌĞĂŶĚƐŚĂƉĞĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐƚŝĐƐĨŽƌŵĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚŐƌŽƵƉƐŝŶƚŚĞƉůŽƚ ?ǁŚŝĐŚĂƌĞ
ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇĂƉƉĂƌĞŶƚƚŽƚŚĞƌĞĂĚĞƌ ?  
For applications such as computer graphics and particle level computer simulations, shape needs to 
be represented individually for display and manipulation. Broadly, there are four types of shape 
representations in use: three are vector based and one digital, as summarised in Table 1 below. 
Commercial software packages are available to convert between the different forms.  
Table 1: Comparison between shape representations typically used in particle simulations 
4. Use of shape info 
The majority of the devices used today for shape measurement and digitisation were not originally 
designed for such purposes. Shape analysis was an add-on feature to existing imaging-based particle 
size analysers, using the same data (i.e., projections) that were collected for sizing. In this sense, 
users have largely been the beneficiary rather than the driving force behind many of the hardware 
capability enhancements that we have seen. On the other hand, users have been inventing and 
reinventing shape descriptors for their own purposes all along; but only a selected few are adopted 
by commercial shape analysers. Regardless of this apparent disparity between shape measurement 
and shape description, without applications, there would be no market and little commercial 
incentive for a sustained future development beyond the initial add-ons.     
Applications of shape information may be divided into two main groups: passive and proactive. In a 
passive use, shape information is collected to  help explain puzzling observations in practical 
situations or for product quality control. In a proactive use, particle shape information is treated as 
a variable and used to inform purposeful changes in powder formulation and product design.  
Examples of passive use, in the form of observed shape effects in packing, segregation, powder 
blending and dissolution, have been mentioned earlier in this paper. More examples can be cited, 
including effects of particle shape on conductivity (Friedman and Robinson, 2002) and avalanching 
(Robinson and Friedman, 2002) of granular media; on filtration rate (Connell et al, 1999); on tensile 
strength (Mirghasemi et al, 2002); on product quality (De Anda et al, 2005); and a wide range of 
properties of cement and aggregates (Garboczi and Bullard, 2016) and geomaterials (Alshibli and 
Reed, 2010).  
Compared to passive use, there are relatively few examples of proactive use of shape, especially if 
those already used for shape measurement (Furuuchi et al, 1988) are excluded. One notable 
example is the use of shape as an additional parameter for design of micro- and nano-scale drug 
delivery carriers (Champion et al, 2007) and control of formation of nanocrystals (Paik et al, 2015).  
Computer models, particularly those that are designed to handle different particle shapes, can be 
used for both passive and proactive applications. One example is optimisation of geometry of pellets 
used in packed column reactors (Caulkin et al, 2009). To be cost effective and time efficient, such 
uses usually require that the link between shape and quality, by whatever measure is used, is known 
or can be established by computer models rather than having to rely on making and testing new 
physical shapes. Proactive use of shape information can be expected to see a more rapid increase 
now that the enabling tools, both measurement hardware and simulation software, are emerging 
and becoming readily available.      
5. Concluding remarks 
For shape measurement, traditional 2D methods are known to be problematic, so 3D methods are 
preferable. The status quo is an awkward one. 2D methods still play the most important role in 
practice and are not likely to disappear for the foreseeable future, for economic rather than 
technological reasons. For computer modelling involving complex shapes, the story is likely to be 
the same. While the digital approach has a clear advantage (i.e., simplicity) over the vector-based 
approach, proving its worth against the established methods will be an uphill struggle until the two 
practical bottlenecks, digitisation of particles and runtime speed, are removed.  
In hindsight, the basic ideas behind many new developments were actually available or thought of 
well before they became practical. It is increased computing power that made possible the advances 
in shape measurement, description and use reviewed in this paper. If the computing power keeps 
increasing at the same rate or faster, and assuming computers will remain digital, it should be 
possible to make some speculations with a fair degree of accuracy on what can happen in the future. 
Today, vector approaches still have an upper hand over digital approaches in almost every area that 
matters. Fifty years from now, it may well be the other way around!  
Real-time or near real-time digitisation of 3D particles can be expected to be a reality. To a large 
extent, the basic technologies are already there, ready to be exploited commercially. The speed of 
commercialization depends more on industrial uptake of shape information than on academic or 
model requirements.  Assuming future computers are still digital, and their power is increasing at 
the same speed as it has been, it is conceivable that real-time digitisation in full 3D of small particles 
will be a reality. Simulations based on real 3D shapes at industrially-useful time and length scales 
are also a possibility.  
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Figure 1. Illustration of shape segregation experiments involving iso-volume particles of three 
different shapes (a) S-SS mixture, (b) SS-LS mixture and (c) S-LS mixture. The trend is somewhat 
unexpected of a typical Brazil nut effect, demonstrating the importance of particle shape for a 
predominantly size effect. [Images generated by DigiPac for illustration under the conditions used 
in the experiments by Ramaioli (2008)]  
 
Figure 2: Example of a 3D object and its 2D projections. 
 
Figure 3: (a) Calculated diffraction pattern of a circle and a square. (b) SEM photos of powdered 
glass and a single ash particle from volcanic eruption. [Source: (a) from Fig.1 in Ma et al (2000); (b) 
from http://www.scielo.br/img/fbpe/ce/v44n289/n289a2f1.gif and 
http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/Imgs/Jpg/Tephra/SarnaSem_60-010_large.jpg] 
 
Figure 4 CT scan examples where shape extraction is required for (a) digitisation or (b) orientation 
distribution. 
 
Figure 5 Harmonic and Fourier analysis examples. 
 
Figure 6: (a) 3D VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) images from eight different cements 
 ?ƌĚŽŒĂŶĞƚĂů ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?ď ? gravel particle showing both the voxelated image measured by X-ray CT 
and the spherical harmonic generated VRML image of the same piece of gravel (Garboczi, 2002).    
 
  
Table 1: Comparison between shape representations typically used in particle simulations 
 
 Parametric Mesh based Sphere-composite Image based 
Description  Spheres defined by centre 
and radius; ellipsoids defined 
by centre and principal 
dimensions; rocks defined by 
spherical harmonics 
(Garboczi, 2002)  
Mesh over the surface of 
an object 
Primary sphere, sometimes of 
very different sizes, are clumped 
together to form a shape.  
Shapes are represented and 
treated as digital images (Jia 
and Williams, 2001).  
Use Discrete Element Models (Zhu 
et al, 2007 and 2008; Lin and 
Ng, 1997) and DEM programs  
Computer graphics,   
commercial CAE packages, 
and DEM software 
(Munjiza, 2004; Munjiza et 
al, 2008; Pena et al, 2008) 
Particle-level simulations of 
simple shapes (Moreno-Atanasio 
et al, 2010; Guo and Curtis, 
2015) 
Lattice based DEM and 
Monte Carlo models for 
arbitrary shapes and 
computer games 
Pros Memory efficient. 
Amenable to analytical 
analysis. 
Precise computational 
geometry. 
Easy to morphing into similar 
shapes for trend analysis. 
Well established in 
computer graphics/games 
industry.  
Large user base for CAE as 
well. 
Easier to simulate 
deformable particles .  
Easily assembled and broken as 
required.  
Relatively easy to implement.  
Easy and straightforward to 
implement software. 
Efficiency increases with 
shape complexity. 
Details are captured at voxel 
level, thus better suited for 
simulations of conductivity 
etc.  
Easily assembled, deformed 
or broken in principle at 
least.  
Cons Difficult to develop robust 
and efficient code for 
collision/overlap detection, 
least popular for particle-level 
simulations.  
Difficult to break at 
arbitrary points/planes.  
Difficult to develop robust 
and efficient code for 
collision/overlap detection, 
least popular for particle-
level simulations.  
Can change the nature of 
contacts (from face/line contacts 
to point contacts); require 
calibrations by trial-and-error to 
set parameters (Marigo and 
Stitt, 2015); results can be 
sensitive to shape make-up 
(Caulkin et al, 2015).  
Memory intensive; simpler 
shapes do not mean less 
memory; artificial surface 
roughness always exist; 
results can be sensitive to 
resolution.  
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